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Introduction
The Chinese People's Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) is undergoing an impressive and wide-ranging modernization program designed to make it a more technologically advanced, professional, and operationally capable service capable of protecting and advancing Chinese interests in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond. 1 This report seeks to illuminate an important aspect of this transformation by providing an overview of how the PLAAF designates its elite fighter pilots (尖子飞行员).
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To date, the PLAAF has identified three groups of pilots as elite pilots. 2 Multiple People's Liberation Army (PLA) and PLAAF articles in Chinese refer to PLAAF jianzi feixingyuan (尖子飞行员); however, no authoritative PLA English-language article provided a good translation or a clear definition of this term. Various dictionaries translate the term jianzi (尖子) as "the best," "top," "pick of the bunch," "cream of the crop," and "outstanding." In addition, certain Western media reports have translated the term jianzi feixingyuan (尖子飞行员) as "ace pilot"; however, for purposes of this paper, the term elite pilot is used. 3 For an example of a report that highlights what appears to be the PLAAF's desired image of greater openness and confidence, see Dong Zhaohui, ed., "Feature: Pilots of New Generation in PLA Air Force," China Military Online, December 29, 2014. The report profiles two younger-generation PLAAF fighter pilots. The first is Tang Zheng, born in 1981 and nicknamed "Fatty." Tang is part of a J-10 regiment that took first-place honors in the team portion of the 2014 Golden Helmet competition. In addition, Tang achieved a second-place finish in the individual contest, falling behind the winner by a single point. The second pilot profiled in the story is Xu Hu, who was also born in the 1980s and is nicknamed "Tiger." 4 "Golden Helmet" ["金头盔"] , China Armed Forces [中国军队] , Vol. 19, No. 1, February 28, 2013, pp. 20-21. desire on the part of the PLAAF to project a more open and confident image at home and abroad. In addition to the elite pilots, the PLAAF selected 25 "outstanding aviators" (优秀飞行人员/优 秀飞行员) for 2013 and 2014, including at least one of the Golden Helmet winners. 6 While the Golden Helmets and Aviadarts participants compete using existing flight procedures, the lessons learned are reviewed extensively for ways to change the existing tactics and combat methods. For example, one of the most important lessons learned has been the PLAAF's desire to move toward less scripted training, which Chinese sources typically refer to as ziyou kongzhan (自由空战) and translates as "unrestricted air combat" or "free air combat" training. 7 In addition, two other primary goals for the Golden Helmet competitions are to increase the number of units participating and to have young pilots compete, since the PLAAF sees them as less reluctant to deviate from a follow-the-plan mindset than older pilots, who grew up in the system of highly scripted training and greater concern for flight safety. A fourth group that might seem to be conspicuous by its absence from the list of elite pilots consists of China's astronauts, often referred to as taikonauts. 45 candidates were PLAAF pilots between the ages of 27 and 34. All male candidates were fighter pilots, all female candidates were transport pilots, and all had at least a college degree.
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Sources
This report draws on a wide variety of Chinese primary sources, including official PLA media reports, which provide many types of useful information about topics such as strategy, doctrine, personnel, education, and training. For researchers interested in Chinese air and space power issues, one particularly valuable source is the official PLAAF newspaper, Kongjun Bao (空军报), which also carries the official English name of Air Force News on the cover. The paper was established in 1957 and, since January 2012, has been published five days a week. The newspaper covers nearly every key issue, including leadership meetings and guidance, organizational structure, personnel, foreign military relations, education, training, and logistics and maintenance. The content discusses both shortfalls and successes. Although the publication does not discuss weapons capabilities or provide true unit designators, it is considered a reliable source for examining a variety of PLAAF-related issues. Another valuable source is China Air Force (中国空军) magazine, which was first published in 1986 by the PLAAF Political Department. Until the mid-1990s, the periodical dealt mostly with the PLAAF's organizational and combat history. Around 1995, the focus shifted to current activities but also still covers some historical issues.
It is important to acknowledge that official military media sources such as these and other PLA publications have both strengths (such as offering authoritative descriptions and assessments of a number of important topics) and weaknesses (such as gaps in coverage of other topics of interest). In addition, a completely open-source report necessarily has some limitations, but the growing availability of primary-source material helps to compensate for at least some of the challenges facing researchers in this area. 14 Although the base was initially constructed in 1953, the facility spent its first few decades evolving and expanding to reflect Chinese military modernization. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the base solidified its role as the facility for elite pilot training. 15 Particularly noteworthy is that Cangzhou is home to the PLAAF's first blue force unit, which is equipped with J-10 fighters and plays the role of the enemy air force in PLAAF training. While Western militaries traditionally train against a unit or collection of units that plays the role of the opposition force (OPFOR) and labels these OPFOR elements the red force (红军), the Chinese OPFOR is known as the blue force (蓝军). Reportedly, the unit motto is "think and fly like the enemy" ("像敌⼈人那样思考和⻜飞⾏行"). 16 According to one PLA Daily article, the PLAAF's J-10 blue force plays the role of a realistic simulated opponent in "free air combat training," thus helping address the problem of PLAAF units "training against an invisible opponent and fighting in an unrealistic environment." 17 According to the commander of the base, the involvement of the J-10 blue force unit allows pilots on both sides of OPFOR exercises to engage in "free air combat" training that will better prepare them for future aerial battlefields. Additionally, the testing component of Cangzhou's mission also refers to testing one final prototype of all new fighter aircraft models before they are approved for delivery from the factory to an operational unit. At some point during the testing phase, one prototype is sent to the Xi'an Yanliang Airfield, where the PLAAF's main test-flight unit is located (the factory testflight units are subordinate to this unit). The aircraft is usually then sent to the PLAAF's Flight Test and Training Base at Cangzhou near Tianjin, where it is tested for tactics capabilities.
Organization of the Report
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Dingxin Test and Training Base
The PLAAF's other training facility, Dinxin Test and Training Base, is located on the opposite end of the country from Cangzhou (Figure 2 .1). Situated in northwestern Gansu province, the Dingxin Test and Training Base gives PLAAF pilots a much larger operating area. For example, the PLAAF has reportedly constructed mockups of Taiwan military facilities at Dingxin to enable practice runs against intended targets. Specifically, Taiwan media reports indicate that China has built a mock airfield near Dingxin that appears to be nearly identical to the Taiwan Air Force's Chingchuankang airbase in central Taiwan. 22 The large training areas available at , which is run by the factory civilians and has at least three maintenance groups manned by civilians. The PLAAF has a test-flight regiment (试飞团), which was formed in 1973 and is assigned to Xi'an Yanliang airfield, where test flights are conducted on one of the later prototypes. It has to pass through that stage of testing and be approved each step along the way by a design finalization committee (定型委员会). The PLAAF has at least six test-flight groups (试飞大队), each of which are small (battalion size) but are regiment-grade units, assigned to the aircraft factories as follows: Shenyang (1st group), Harbin (2nd group), Chengdu (3rd group), Hongdu (4th group), Anshun (5th group), and Chenggu (6th group). 22 Allen, 2000, p. 213. Cangzhou can be practiced until perfection at Dingxin and its supporting facilities. Besides serving as a test and training area for aircraft, Dingxin has a separate area for testing surface-toair missiles (SAMs). In addition, Dingxin is home to the Golden Helmet competition. This difference in size and location is a key distinction between the two PLAAF advanced training bases. Dingxin is located a significant distance from population centers, giving PLAAF pilots the opportunity to benefit from live-fire ranges and the ability to train under actual electromagnetic jamming conditions. Conversely, Cangzhou allows pilots to conduct test and training in the appropriate flight zones over the Bohai Gulf, which is becoming even more relevant as the PLAAF expands its maritime reach. The two facilities can thus be seen as complementary, and this arrangement allows for advanced pilots at Cangzhou to work to translate new, theoretical guidance on tactics into operational tactics, techniques, and procedures. Given the distance of Dingxin, the PLAAF can give its pilots training opportunities to practice new tactics and combat methods. In addition, the large Dingxin facility offers space for large exercises, including the PLAAF's annual Red Sword/Blue Sword exercise, which aims to prepare the PLAAF for the possibility of future high-technology combat against highly capable adversaries. 27 Given some of the confusion found in the Western press about the name of this facility, it seems useful to note that Cangzhou is a prefecture-level city (地级市). Prefecture-level cities are administrative regions that include both the city itself as well as what could be considered the suburban and rural surroundings of that city. Accordingly, sometimes the Test and Training Base is listed as being in Cangzhou (沧州, "Cang Prefecture"), Cangzhoushi (沧州 市, "Cang Prefecture City") and sometimes is listed as being in Cangxian (沧县, "Cang County"). For purposes of this report, only Cangzhou will be used. 28 The PLAAF has a tactics-development research office in its Command College, the Cangzhou Test and Training Base, and the Dingxin Test and Training Base. However, Headquarters PLAAF has tasked specific operational aviation, SAMs, and radar units to develop certain tactics and combat methods. For example, the 2nd Air Division's 2nd Flying Group at Suixi, Guangzhou MRAF, was tasked in 2000 to develop combat methods against cruise missiles. When this happens, the unit is identified as a test point (shidian, 试点). See Kenneth Allen, "Tactics and Combat Methods," unpublished paper, 2006. Based on analysis of articles concerning combat methods for the PLAAF, Navy, and Second Artillery over the past 15 years, the seven steps for the PLAAF appear to be as follows:
(1) study the theory; (2) begin developing the concepts on paper and receive theoretical evaluation approval for cases, once the tactics and combat methods are developed and approved, the PLAAF then writes regulations that everyone must use to train at their operational unit. Each process takes at least one year and may last several years. Once the regulations are written, any changes require starting the entire process over again. Unfortunately, no sources were found that clearly identify the difference between tactics and combat methods; however, air-to-air engagements are considered tactics, which includes flying at night and flying in clouds, while shooting down cruise missiles is considered a combat method.
them; (3) move the theory to real equipment to develop and revise the concepts; (4) test the concepts at a test base or at sea; (5) receive a technical evaluation and approval for the new methods; (6) PLAAF Headquarters authorizes them for use throughout the force, writes the regulations, and incorporates them into the training plan; and (7) demonstrate the methods to VIPs and the rest of the force.
The PLAAF's Golden Helmet Competition
The PLAAF established the Golden Helmet air-to-air combat competition in 2011 to "improve and assess pilots' skills and capabilities in combat conditions." In some ways, the Golden Helmet competition is reminiscent of the U. Liqiang (2012 and . There is also a unit award, which is given to the team with the highest total score. Additionally, some pilots who do not win the Golden Helmet award receive other forms of special recognition. Specifically, besides the Golden Helmet winners, three other awards are given out, including awards for units, individual pilots, and ground guidance personnel.
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The Golden Helmet competition reflects China's desire to move toward less scripted "free air combat" training. Chinese military media reports note that, historically, China's air combat training practices "could not match actual combat (实战) conditions," 34 whereas the air forces of many other countries were already engaging in much more realistic "free air combat" training. In 2009, China proposed to address this problem by adopting "free air combat" training, and, in 2010, it initiated some new pilot training programs. By 2011, according to one report, "free air 
Golden Helmet 2012
China held the second Golden Helmet competition in November 2012. There were 11 winners among the 108 pilots who participated from 14 regiments and brigades. There were also some improvements compared with the first competition the previous year. According to PLA media reports, in contrast to the first Golden Helmet competition, the second featured two categories: competition between similar types of aircraft and competition between different types of fighters. 39 In addition to competition between different aircraft types, the 2012 competition also introduced "two-on-two" confrontations. The second competition also reduced safe distance between aircraft in free air combat and added "face-to-face peer reviews of pilots' performances." 40 One PLA media report described the rules as follows:
at the start of each round, two fighter jets flew to the destination at different altitudes following instructions from their respective headquarters on the ground. When the aircraft reached the combat zone, both sides stopped issuing instructions and they entered into close-range free combat using their own fighting positions and tactics.
Each round of the competition lasted about two minutes, and "the live combat was transmitted to command posts at different levels of the air force." 41 According to one evaluation, the free air combat training helped establish a new training model and improve pilots' capabilities. However, it also revealed a disparity between the Chinese and some foreign air forces, especially in terms of tactics.
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Golden Helmet 2013
The third Golden Helmet competition was held over ten days in November 2013. There were nine winners out of 128 participants from 14 regiments and brigades, and about 60 percent of the pilots were participating in the competition for the first time. The competition reportedly included beyond visual range (BVR) engagements, close-range dogfights, competitions between similar and dissimilar types of aircraft, and "electromagnetic confrontation." 43 According to one PLA media report, the competition was not just a tournament, but also a platform for improving pilots' skills and broadening their outlooks. Consequently, the report concluded, the competition embodies the "essence of realistic combat training." The judges' decisions were reportedly based on "real-time digital assessments," and pilots focused on sharpening their skills by analyzing "air combat data." PLA media reports emphasized the importance of analyzing equipment performance and pilot skill. According to one Golden Helmet winner, Yan Feng, a pilot with a regiment subordinate to the Nanjing MRAF, in ace contests, victory appears to be [determined] in the air, but the decisive battle is actually on the ground. When you profoundly understand your opponent's equipment, thinking, habits, and character, the outcome of victory or defeat is already apparent when it comes time to cross swords. 45 
Golden Helmet 2014 and Golden Dart 2014
The fourth Golden Helmet competition was held over approximately ten days in September 2014. It is not clear why the PLAAF held the 2014 competition two months earlier than in previous years, but immediately following the Golden Helmet competition in 2014, the PLAAF held its first Golden Dart (金飞镖) competition. This may explain why the Golden Helmet competition was moved forward to September instead of being held in November as it was in previous years. The 2014 Golden Helmet competition reportedly involved a number of types of aircraft, including J-10, J-11, and Su-30 fighters, and featured "one-on-one" as well as "teamagainst-team" engagements. 46 The number of pilots participating in the competition increased from 128 to 170, including 83 who had not competed before, and the number of regiments and brigades increased to 19. One of the potentially important new developments in 2014 was that the pilots selected for the competition were selected at random by PLAAF Headquarters, not by the individual units. While it could be argued that this means China cannot be sure the winners actually represent its best pilots, it appears the purpose was to ensure that the pilots did not merely "train for the test" during the rest of the year to improve their chances of winning, an approach that could detract from other training objectives and potentially tilt the competition in favor of the pilots who spent the most time preparing specifically for the event rather than the most highly skilled entrants. Approximately 100 aircraft were deployed for the competition. The competing pilots came from 19 aviation brigades and regiments from all seven military regions (MRs), 47 including three units that had not previously participated in the competition. Six pilots won Golden Helmet awards (down from nine the previous year), five air regiments were assessed as superior air combat units, and seven pilots were assessed as "outstanding air combat pilots." 48 awards was reduced, making it even more difficult to win a Golden Helmet award than in past competitions. 49 One PLAAF media report stated that, along with the PLAAF's progress in making training more realistic, the Golden Helmet competition has become an effective platform for training and testing the combat capabilities of PLAAF fighter units. The same report noted that the 2014 competition featured "two-versus-two" engagements. Taiwan media reports indicated that the competition involved BVR, medium-range, and short-range combat; it also reportedly incorporated electronic warfare. 50 In addition, the PLAAF media report emphasized the competition's role in the "training and development of young pilots," and highlighted the outstanding performance of a younger fighter pilot (Li Haiming, a pilot who was born in 1985 and serves with a regiment form the Jinan MRAF) who coordinated closely with his wingman, evaded his opponent's missile attacks, and scored a number of missile hits, thus impressing older pilots (including two-time Golden Helmet winner Xu Liqiang, a deputy brigade commander from the Shenyang MRAF).
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Immediately following the Golden Helmet competition in 2014, the PLAAF held the inaugural Golden Dart competition. The units included bomber and attack units as compared with only fighter units for the Golden Helmet competition. PLA media reports have offered few specifics about the content of the Golden Dart event, except that it focused on ground attack, in contrast to the air-to-air focus of the Golden Helmet competition. 52 In the end, 12 aircrews out of about 300 total personnel were selected as winners.
Golden Helmet 2015
The PLAAF's 2015 Golden Helmet training exercise took place November 15 to December 6 in China's northwest desert, according to Chinese state-run media. 53 The exercise included 162
pilots from more than 20 PLAAF units competing in two-on-two "free air combat." The pilots flew a combination of J-11, J-11B, Su-30, J-10A, J-7 and J-8 fighter planes. In 2015, 12 pilots won the Golden Helmet, representing just more than 7 percent of the participants. 54 Official media reports indicate that PLA Naval Aviation pilots participated in the Golden Helmet competition for the first time in 2015, marking an important step forward in joint "free air combat" training.
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Assessing the Golden Helmet Competition
Recent articles in PLA media provide a good overview of how the competitions have advanced over the four-year period to include competition between different types of aircraft, "two-ontwo" as well as "one-on-one" confrontations, and a mix of younger and older competitors. We judge that the emphasis on younger participants in the competition, many in their late 20s or early 30s, reflects a desire on the part of the PLAAF to develop fighter pilots who are less bound to traditional methods and more willing to implement the "free air combat" approach. 56 Selection of some participants at random also allows PLAAF leaders a means to assess the quality of average pilots relative to their elite counterparts. Additionally, to more closely approximate realistic combat conditions, the PLAAF is relaxing safety restrictions, such as closing the gap between aircraft to 50 meters and adjusting the altitude for engagement, even though these changes entail higher risk of an accident. Chinese military media reports indicate that the competition has drawn attention to the importance of equipment issues as well as enhancing air-combat tactics. For example, according to one report, since the first Golden Helmet competition, Chinese air force units have paid more attention to electronic countermeasures and weapons operations, and enhanced exchanges with industrial and manufacturing institutions.
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According to Chinese military media reports, pilots train during the year to improve their chances of winning the individual and group competitions. One report highlighted a regiment from the Shenyang MRAF that was unsuccessful in the 2011 competition, but spent the next year training and evaluating video and flight parameters collected during training to analyze problems and sharpen their skills, which enabled them to win a group award in the 2012 competition. 58 Notably, however, this could suggest that they "trained for the test" throughout the year. 56 The PLAAF does not release official numbers on the demographic characteristics of its pilots or the average number of hours they fly per year, nor does it release such information about participants in the Golden Helmet competition. Rough calculations suggest, however, that the average age for Golden Helmet participants is between 28 and 34, and the average number of hours probably ranges from about 1,500 to 2,100. Chinese media reports suggest that some pilots get more hours than others, and that some of the most experienced pilots may get additional hours to "train for the test." 57 Xu Tongxuan, 2013, p. 30. During the Golden Helmet competition, there are self-evaluations and peer evaluations after each round. According to one report: "When each air battle concluded, the [unit] commanders led their pilots in seeking advice from their opponents and analyzed their maneuvers repeatedly." 59 In addition, a panel comprising experts, including senior air force officers and professors, employ a similar approach to judge the results. Their analysis is based on information collected by an operational data-recording system that Chinese media reports describe as similar to evaluation systems used by the U.S. military.
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Clearly the PLAAF sees the Golden Helmet contest as having training value. Describing the 2012 competition, Jiang Jinming, the head of the PLAAF Military Training Department, said, "we organize the competition to stimulate combat effectiveness rather than simply evaluating the scores."
61 Comments from PLAAF pilots also suggest that the competition has considerable training value. For example, one participant in the 2012 competition stated, "The most important thing is not the result, but the process. I have learned more in a day of confrontation in the air than in a year of flight training."
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PLA media reports indicate that Golden Helmet winners sometimes play a role in training less experienced pilots, although this role appears to be different from that of a weapons instructor-course graduate in the United States. For example, a profile of Jiang Jiaji, the first two-time winner of the Golden Helmet award (2011 and 2012), states that, in 2013, he was appointed chief of staff (e.g., director of the Headquarters Department) of a regiment based in Chengdu, and that his duties in that position focused on instructing pilots who were transitioning to a different type of fighter aircraft. 63 Similarly, a March 2014 report on fighter-pilot training in the Shenyang MRAF states that, in air-to-air confrontation training, several pilots who were given the Golden Helmet award were specially selected to simulate the blue force and take on a 59 Yu Hongchun, 2013, pp. 40-41. 60 PLA media reports indicate that the PLAAF is using the feican system for evaluation. The Flight Parameter
Recording System (飞行参数记录系统 / 飞参控制系统), which is abbreviated as feican (飞参), is receiving more attention. When combined with the Expert Evaluation System of the ground processing station, it acts as an integrated monitoring system that measures, records, and processes the working status and parameters of the aircraft and its systems. When an aircraft is in flight, the flight parameters are dynamic. Once the flight ends, these dynamic parameters disappear. With the feican installed on the aircraft, it can collect and preserve more than 70 sets of key parameters such as flight control, engine status, flight status, and instrument indicators. The Real-Time Flight Monitor System (飞行实时监控系统), which is developed on the basis of the feican, can accurately transmit flightparameter information and satellite-navigation positioning information for a single or multiple aircraft within the beyond-visual range to the control tower on a real-time basis, where the information is displayed on the terminal. At the end of each flying day, the unit displays information from the feican system on a screen to conduct an evaluation. Xue Wenhai and Wang Gang, "Clicking on the Battlefield in the Air," China Air Force (Zhongguo Kongjun) magazine, No. 4, 2005, p. 36-37. 61 Yu Hongchun, 2013, pp. 40-41. 62 Yu Hongchun, 2013, pp. 40-41. red force that comprising less experienced PLAAF fighter pilots. 64 Former Golden Helmet winners used electronic-warfare techniques to quickly defeat the red force pilots, but the red force pilots gained valuable experience. After the event, all participating personnel gathered for a review and discussion of combat footage.
The PLAAF Participation in Aviadarts and Bayi Aerobatics Team Participation in International Air Shows
This section addresses the PLAAF's participation in Russia's Aviadarts-2014 international military aviation competition. It begins with a brief overview of Aviadarts and then evaluates the participation of PLAAF fighter aircraft in the competition.
The PLAAF Participation in Aviadarts
The participation, Russia appears to use the Aviadarts events not only to hone the skills of its pilots and strengthen relations with their foreign counterparts, including the Chinese participants, but also to showcase improvements in Russian equipment and capabilities to an international audience.
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In the fighter-pilot portion of the competition held in Lipetsk, pilots compete in a number of areas, such as navigation, reconnaissance, aerobatics, and air-to-ground attack. 67 During the ground-attack portion of the competition, the fighter jets employ unguided ordnance because the Russian judges consider this to be the best test of the skills of participating pilots. The PLAAF sent seven J-10 fighters as well as two IL-76 transport aircraft responsible for carrying the team's equipment, supplies, and members of its support crew. According to a PLA media report, the PLAAF aircraft departed from a PLAAF base in southwest China on March 11, 2015, after which they made a stopover in Thailand for refueling before their arrival at Langkawi Airport in Malaysia, where they performed in the air 74 Yao Jianing, 2014. show from March 17 to 21. 79 Chinese media reports noted that four women pilots participated in the event, which made it the first time the PLAAF sent women pilots to perform overseas. These international performances and exchanges have provided the PLAAF an opportunity to showcase their pilots and their abilities; these events have also given the PLAAF opportunities to showcase its improving capabilities and professionalism. While the PLAAF does not appear to make public information such as requirements for tryouts, training, or career-pipeline options, PLA media reports have revealed some information on the team's members. For example, Chinese reports indicate that female PLAAF pilots who have been selected as Bayi pilots have averaged 800 hours. Starting with the 8th Group of female aviators, they are now flying the J-11, J-10, and JH-7 third-generation aircraft. 84 Similar statistics are provided in multiple sources for the female pilots, but there is no information available as to historic or current standards for the unit's pilots in general. Chinese media reports note, however, that the unit selects pilots according to incredibly strict criteria, with most of the members having accumulated more than 1,000 flying hours and being above the first-grade level. 85 These high standards mean that only the best pilots in China can make it on to the team. The Bayi team's performance at the Zhuhai air show was a rare chance for the four female pilots to take the limelight, as they are only secondgrade pilots, with, on average, 800 flying hours under their belts.
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This suggests that the unit would likely have some of China's most experienced pilots, although it should be noted that their training centers on aerobatics rather than tactics.
first grade (一级); second grade (二级); and third grade (三级). The criteria for acquiring these grades include time on station, flying hours, special missions, and ability to fly in daytime and nighttime and under instrument flight rules (IFR) and visual flight rules conditions. After graduating from a transition base, pilots can be awarded a thirdgrade rating if they have achieved the required technical level. Two to three years after being assigned to an operational unit, they can be awarded a second-grade rating by flying under day and night IFR conditions, maintaining flight safety standards, and reaching a certain proficiency level. Next, they can become first-grade pilots if they have conducted combat and training missions under day and night IFR conditions; flown a certain number of hours; reached the levels of instructor pilot, flight leader, and flight commander in the tower; and maintained flight safety standards. Finally, they can become special-grade pilots if they have already been approved as first-grade pilots; made special achievements in combat, training, and test flights; and maintained flight safety standards. See National Air and Space Intelligence Center, 2010, p. 81. 86 "PLA Female Pilots Aspire to Become China's Next Generation of Astronauts," Global Times, November 23, 2014.
Conclusion and Questions for Future Research
This paper reviewed the airmen the PLAAF designates as elite pilots. The PLAAF has identified at least three groups of aviators as elite pilots: (1) winners of the annual Golden Helmet competition, which began in 2011; (2) pilots who participated in the Aviadarts international military aviation competition in 2014; and (3) members of the PLAAF's Bayi Aerobatics Team.
